Hello there! This is our list of current items on sale. Our team has given a few personal
comments to tell you a bit about the products. Please feel WELCOME to give us a
call to chat about these if you have any questions. 0860 888 121. J
Sensory Elements
Aroma Mouse
Diffuser

Diffuse on the move! Compact, light and
portable. Use in the car, or where space is
limited. Battery or mains operated. Quiet yet
highly effective internal fan. Safe to use - no
heat nor spillages.

R 417.00
R 355.00
One of our
favourites – blows
lovely smells
around the room.
Mmmm…..!

Includes 5 refill pads. Size: 14L x 9W x 7cmH

Requires 4 x AA batteries and essential oils (both to
be purchased separately).

Visual
Development Soft
Cubes

Large and lovely to play with! Ideal for
people with visual impairment, babies and
toddlers. These beautifully made soft cubes
encourage exploring the different surfaces
and textures. There are shapes, patterns,
mirrors and smiling faces.

R 861.00
R 645.00
Big, squishy and
beautiful quality.

Designed to meet the developmental needs
of young children or those with CVI, with
bright, bold, contrasting red, black and white
colours. Includes shiny, reflective and soft
velvety surfaces. A lovely, versatile set. Wipe
clean.
Includes: 6 different cubes 14cm³.
Size: 14 cm x 14c x 14cm.

Round Bubble
Table

Unbelievable value! This is a large table,
water filled with colour LED lights and bubbles.
So cool in any dark play or sensory room.
Colour changing lights have the ability to
captivate both adults and children alike and
can also be used for educational purposes
including special needs. Fully Self-contained –
just fill with distilled water. Supervised use only
as the table top is (strong) glass.
This striking Bubble Table feature with colour
changing LED lights makes a spellbinding
addition to any home, office or bedroom that
can be used as a coffee table or for children
to play, eat, relax, read, colour, and do arts &
crafts on etc.

Squidgy Sparkle
Numbers 0 - 20

We have taken this product and made it
even better, so now you can count all the
way up to 20. Use these waterproof digits in
sand and water play to make counting and
sorting fun.
Let children run their fingers around the
colourful and dazzling digits to practise
number formation and improve recognition.
Ideal size for little hands, providing an
abundance of opportunities for sensory, fun
activities. Size: H15cm. Pack of 20.

R 6 228.00
R 3 740.00
Amazing price.
Cool for kids (and
adults). Glass top
so not for rough
users but gorgeous
in a dark room.

R 907.00
R 680.00
Shine a torch
through these,
bury them in
sand/water… fun!
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Portable ADHD
Work Station

Ideal for children who require help organising
their day.
The barrier is perfect for those who become
easily distracted in the classroom, or who
need support in organising themselves and
following routines.
The clear plastic pockets on the inside, make
the barrier a versatile resource and means it
can be used with symbols and motivators
which can be personalised for the child.

R 841.00
R 630.00
So good for
concentration and
working
independently!
Stands up tall on
the table.

The tray system comes in four different
colours, with a clear plastic pocket on the
front. The child's work for that day/session can
then be added to each of the trays which
they can work through in a manageable
routine. Symbols not included.

Writing Slope With
Bookstand A4
Green

This slope is designed to allow children to work
at the optimal angle to maintain good
posture whilst being able to hold a book or
their work at the same time - saving desk
space and making reading, writing and
copying more comfortable; this will help the
child to concentrate on their work in an
organised space.
The slope is modern and versatile having a
number of different uses including as a
coloured overlay, a desk tidy (store
equipment underneath) or a write-on wipeoff surface. It can easily be used with a
clipboard to hold worksheets, a word mat or
notes. The slope is set at the recommended
angle of 20 degrees and has rubber grips on
the bottom to prevent the slope from moving
on the desk. The slope is smooth to
encourage children to hold their work and sit
comfortably but, for children who struggle,
the slope can be used with a bulldog clip or
dycem to secure the work in place.

R 785.00
R 590.00
Especially nice for
kids with writing
difficulty. Angle
makes it easier.

A4: L35 x W30 x H13cm & A3: L35 x W45 x
H13cm

Pop Up
Concentration
Desk Barrier

Pop-Up Barrier that can be used flat or with
sides to create a distraction free environment
or for barrier games.
This barrier is an essential piece of equipment
that can be used in the classroom and
placed between pupils to play barrier games
or encourage independent working.
Activities can then be carried out using
miniature objects or activity sheets, for
example listening for sounds or following and
giving instructions. The barrier games can be
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R 469.00
R 350.00
Quick and easy.
Perfect for tests!

played by a teacher / therapist and child or
by two children.
Ideal as a privacy partition for children with
concentration problems
Can be used for barrier games with children
and or teacher / therapist
Portable - use on the move!
Encourage independent learning
The partition can also be used with sides and
is an ideal classroom solution for students who
have problems concentrating on their work
and work best in a distraction free
environment.

Communication Devices
QuickTalker 1 (9V
battery included)

A single message dedicated speech
generating device with a proximity sensor
that enables users to playback a
recorded message by waving their hand
within 10-mm of the surface. Includes 30seconds of record time.
QuickTalker 1 technical specifications:
Messages/Levels: 1
Recording Time: 30-sec.
Switch Input: No
Activation Surface: 8.9-cm
Activation Force: Proximity sensor
activation
Mounting Connection: Universal
Mounting Plate
Battery Type: 9-volt (included)

QuickTalker 7

QuickTalker 12

A portable dedicated speech generating
device that features 7-message locations
and 6-minutes of record time. Simply
switching between the five available
recording levels provides up to 23messages. Includes built-in carrying
handle.
Technical Specifications:
Messages/Levels: 4+ 3 core/5
Recording Time: 6-min.
Switch Input: No
Toy/Appliance Output/ECU: No
Activation Surface: 8.6 x 6.7cm – 3 core
locations : 5.5 x 3cm; 4 main locations
Mounting Connection: No, includes
carrying handle
*Symbols are not included.
Requires 4 x AA batteries (not included).
A portable dedicated speech generating
device that features 12-message
locations and 12-minutes of record time.
Simply switching between the five
available recording levels provides up to
48-messages. Includes built-in carrying

R 944.00
R 750.00
High quality and great
value.
You don’t even have
to touch it to play the
message – just move
hand NEAR the
surface. Magic J

R 1 906.00
R 1 520.00
Communication
device.
EASY for staff and users
to learn.

R 2 120.00
R 1 700.00
Communication
device.
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handle.
Technical Specifications:
Messages/Levels: 9+ 3 core /5
Recording Time: 12-min.
Switch Input: No
Toy/Appliance Output/ECU: No
Activation Surface: 8.6 x 6.7cm – 3 core
locations : 5.5 x 4.3cm – 9 main locations
*Symbols are not included.
Mounting Connection: No, includes
carrying handle
Requires 4 x AA batteries (not included).

QuickTalker 23

Talara-32

A portable dedicated speech generating
device that features 23-message
locations and 20-minutes of record time.
Simply switching between the five
available recording levels provides up to
103-messages. Includes built-in carrying
handle.
Requires 4 x AA batteries (not included).
Technical Specifications:
Messages/Levels: 20+ 3 core/5
Recording Time: 20-min
Switch Input: No
Toy/Appliance Output/ECU: No
Activation Surface: 8.6 x 6.7cm – 3 core
locations : 3 x 3cm – 20 main locations
Accessories Available: No
Mounting Connection: No, includes
carrying handle
*Symbols are not included. Requires 4AA
batteries

EASY for staff and users
to learn.

R 2 333.00
R 1 900.00
Communication
device.
EASY for staff and users
to learn.

The Talara-32 is a simple communication
aid that records human voice and other
sounds for playback. Simply record
messages and play them back.
Need to re-record? Just do it - the Talara32 adjusts its memory automatically. It is
an electronic communication device
with four levels, direct and switch
scanning access and flexible size key
patterns making it easily customisable for
both children and adults with wide
ranging abilities and needs.
Keys: 4 x 8 pattern, 2.9 cm square
Keyboard size: 29.2 cm w x 19.7 cm h
Weight: 0.8 kg
Levels: 4 - user selectable
Maximum number of messages: 127 (4
levels of 32, less one)
User accessible functions: Volume control
and level changes
Microphone: Internal built-in, 7.6 cm
internal permanent magnet speaker

R 8 928.00
R 4 460.00
An older
communication
device that we will no
longer be selling.
BUT it is easy to use,
and was very popular.
We’d love to see this
one go to a good
home. Make us any
offer… J
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GoTalk One

GoTalk One is super slim and light,
weighing less than 0.06 kg. And you'll be
impressed with how good it sounds!
Here's how it works. Put your picture
display into the covered frame and slide
the switch on the back to RECORD. Press
the PLAY button and talk for up to 10
seconds. When you're done recording,
slide the switch to PLAY. Your GoTalk One
is ready!
Size:± 6 x 12 x 0.6 cm
Weight 0.05 kg
2 Button batteries (included)

Tobii S32 Scan

LITTLEmack
Communicator

Partner/Plus

The Tobii S32 Scan is a communication
device that plays pre-recorded
messages. With over 60 hours of
recording time, and storage capacity for
over 190 levels, it is the most powerful
device of its kind on the market.
Interchangeable keyguards also mean
that one device offers anything from one
to thirty-two button locations. This allows
users to grow with the device rather than
be limited by the number of available
buttons. The Tobii S32 Scan also offers
control of toys through the toy jack, and
Infrared control of lights, appliances,
televisions, VCRs, or DVDs etc. and has a
headphone jack for auditory support. The
Scan model can be activated by Touch
or one or two-switch scanning, with LED
indicators and configurable scan
patterns. Includes SymbolMate software
and the popular SymbolStix symbol library
for making overlays. Requires 4 AA
batteries (included).
Simply record any message directly into
the LITTLEmack Communicator for one
touch, single message playback up to
two minutes in length. Connect a toy or
battery operated appliance for instant
positive reinforcement. With its angled
base and 6.25 cm activation surface,
LITTLEmack is perfect for mounting and is
recommended for persons who can
access a smaller activation surface.
Requires 9V battery (not included).

The Partner/Plus is designed to adapt to
the skills of each individual and
encourage users to learn at their own
pace.
The Partner/Plus grows with users through

R 271.00
R 135.00

Communication
device.
EASY for staff and users
to learn.
Just one message…
think of all the places
you could put it…at
the door, by the tap…

R 13 123.68
R 6 600.00
This is an excellent and
feature-filled
communication
device. No longer
being made so this is
the last ever stock.
BUT we’d love to see
these go to a good
home. Make us any
offer… J

R 2 066.00
R 1 450.00
You won’t beat this
price elsewhere… A
classic, robust, simple
communicator. (Ask
for our A-Z document
with ideas onwhow to
use it!)
R 1 146.00
R 750.00
EASY one message
communication
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device.

each stage of development. It is a single
message communication device that
easily interlocks with other Partner/Plus's
to create multi-message communicators.
Standard message length of 30 seconds.
Requires 3 x AA batteries (included).

BIG Step-by-Step
Communicator

Record any series of messages into the
BIG Step by Step Communicator. Press its
activation surface once to hear the first
message. Press it again to hear the next
message in the sequence, and so on.
Two full minutes of recording time allow
you to record as many messages as you
need. BIG Step by Step features an
approximate 12.5 cm activation surface
and is recommended for persons who
require a larger target area. *Requires 9V
battery (available separately).

LITTLE Step-by-Step
with Levels
Communicator

BIG Step-by-Step
with Levels
Communicator

R 2 494.00
R 1 995.00
You won’t beat this
price elsewhere… A
classic, robust, simple
communicator. (Ask
for our A-Z document
with ideas onwhow to
use it!)

All the same great features of our LITTLE Step
by Step Communicators with the power and
convenience of levels! Levels are ideal for
pre- recording sequential messages to be
used at specific times of the day, or for
recording and storing sequential messages
that are used on a regular basis. Offers four
minutes of recording time. Requires 9V
battery (not included).

All the same great features of the BIG and
LITTLE Step-by-Step Communicators with the
power and convenience of levels! Levels are
ideal for pre-recording sequential messages
to be used at specific times of the day, or for
recording and storing sequential messages
that are used on a regular basis. With a total
of four minutes of recording time, there is no
limit to the number of messages per level.
Features: Switch tops included: Red, Yellow,
Green, Blue; Better-than-ever digital sound;
25% more battery life.
Technical specifications: Recording Time: 4min; Toy/Appliance Output/ECU: 1; Battery
Type: 9-volt; Accessories Available: Travel
strap, Mounting Plate, Interchangeable
Switch Tops; Mounting Connection: Universal
Mounting Plate

R 2 921.00
R 2 340.00
You won’t beat this
price elsewhere…
A classic, robust,
simple
communicator.
(Ask for our A-Z
document with
ideas onwhow to
use it!)
R 2 574.00
R 1 930.00

You won’t beat this
price elsewhere…
A classic, robust,
simple
communicator.
(Ask for our A-Z
document with
ideas onwhow to
use it!)
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GoTalk Overlay
Software

Customizable with multiple pictures and text
boxes. Can export files in PDF, JPG, or PNG
format and share them with others.

R 916.00
R 690.00

Software available for purchase with
SymbolStix library for 12,000 more images.

Perfect if you
already own a
GoTalk device!

Offers feature for adjusting colour, size, and
font of text, adjusting, rotating, and cropping
pictures.
Includes ready-made templates available
for all Attainment AAC products .

Alternative Access – Mice and Keyboards
BigBlu Kinderboard

Big Blu KinderBoard is a large-key computer
keyboard that can assist children with vision
or motor-skill impairment, and is an excellent
first keyboard for any child. Big Blu
KinderBoard has big 1-in/2.5-cm oversized
keys and large, bold, easy-to-read numbers
and letters.
Features colour-coded consonants, vowels,
numbers and punctuation marks to help preschool children learn their character sets. Big
Blu KinderBoard uses wireless Bluetooth
technology so you can use it with your
Bluetooth enabled PC, MAC OS and iOS
devices.

R 891.00
R 670.00
Totally wireless.
How cool? Large
wireless keyboard for
your iPad (or ANY
tablet)!

Technical specifications:
Size: 48.3 x 3.81x 17.8-cm
Environmental: RoHS & CPSIA Compliant
Operating System: PC
Compatibility: Windows 98SE and newer,
Mac OS 10.1.5 and newer
Connection: Bluetooth 3.0
Battery life: 90+ days
Includes 2-AAA batteries
1-in/2.5-cm keys
Battery indicator light replaces CAPS Lock
light

Clevy SimplyWorks
(Wireless)
Keyboard

The wireless version of the Clevy Keyboard is
part of the SimplyWorks family, the World’s
first fully integrated wireless system
specifically for users with motor skills
difficulties. Up to six devices (E.g. a keyboard,
joystick, trackball or switches, in any
combination) can be used simultaneously on
one computer using just one SimplyWorks
Receive:2.
Uses SimplyWorks Wireless Technology to give
you a 10 metre wireless operating range with
the SimplyWorks Receive:2 connected to
your computer.

R 2 059.00
R 1 550.00
Lowercase and
wireless with a little
USB dongle – add this
to your laptop to
make the keys easier
for little people.
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The font in which the characters are printed
onto the Clevy Keyboard’s keys is similar to
the font used in traditional education of
hand-writing, which makes keys immediately
identifiable.
The keys of the Clevy Keyboard are 30%
bigger (2cm x 2cm). Differently coloured
keys represent the different functional areas
and make the keyboard fun.

BigKeys Keyboard
Skin

Made from Ultraflex, the Keyboard Skin is an
ultrasoft polymer skin that fits snugly over the
BigKeys keys. The Skin protects your BigKeys
keyboard from dust, moisture, and liquids
without changing the feel of the keyboard.

BigKeys Coloured
Keyboard/ QWERTY
/ USB (Uppercase)

The BigKeys LX keyboard is for anyone who
needs large keys in order to locate and
operate the keys.
25mm Square keys on a standard sized
keyboard.
Key order can be configured as standard
QWERTY or ABC order.
Full featured keyboard, with all punctuation,
numbers, arrows etc. Native USB keyboard no adapter required.

R 504.00
R 250.00
Keeps drool and spills
off the keyboard!

R 2 000.00
R 1 500.00
Huge, colour keys. So
much easier for vision
and accuracy.

Alternative Access – Mice and Keyboards
Metal Keyguard
with Function Keys
for VisionBoard 2 &
KinderBoard

BigKeys LX White /
QWERTY / USB
(Uppercase)

This keyguard is designed to help people
who may have trouble pressing only one key
at a time, due to tremors, strokes, or other
physical disability. The keyguard is an easyto-clean, strong metal frame that fits securely
over the keyboard and provides support
when using the keyboard. Users can rest their
hand or arm on the keyguard, or use larger
movements, and then select the desired key
through the guard. The keyguard is designed
for use with the following keyboard models:
VisionBoard2, KinderBoard, MyBoard-lc and
MyBoard-UC.
The BigKeys LX keyboard is for anyone who
needs large keys in order to locate and
operate the keys.
25mm Square keys on a standard sized
keyboard.
Key order can be configured as standard
QWERTY or ABC order.
Full featured keyboard, with all punctuation,
numbers, arrows etc. Native USB keyboard no adapter required.

R 397.00
R 315.00
Prevents accidental
key presses.
Metal fits over our
large keyboards.

R 2 000.00
R 1 500.00
So much easier for
vision and accuracy.
Great price for these!
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BigKeys LX Yellow /
QWERTY / USB
(Uppercase)

BigKeys LX Black /
QWERTY / USB
(Uppercase)

The BigKeys LX keyboard is for anyone who
needs large keys in order to locate and
operate the keys.
25mm Square keys on a standard sized
keyboard.
Key order can be configured as standard
QWERTY or ABC order.
Full featured keyboard, with all punctuation,
numbers, arrows etc. Native USB keyboard no adapter required.
The BigKeys LX keyboard is for anyone who
needs large keys in order to locate and
operate the keys.
25mm Square keys on a standard sized
keyboard.
Key order can be configured as standard
QWERTY or ABC order.
Full featured keyboard, with all punctuation,
numbers, arrows etc. Native USB keyboard no adapter required.

MyBoard Lowercase

R 2 000.00
R 1 500.00
So much easier for
vision and accuracy.
Great price for these!

R 2 000.00
R 1 500.00
So much easier for
vision and accuracy.
Great price for these!

The use of uppercase letters can be
confusing for those who have not mastered
the relationship between uppercase and
lowercase letters, such as young children.
The MyBoard-lc has large, bold, easy-to read
lowercase lettering, big 2.5 cm keys, colourcoding for vowels, consonants, numbers and
can be operated with gentle finger pressure.
Does not include function keys - useful for
preventing unwanted access to advanced
computer features.

R 828.00
R 665.00
We love the lower
case letters. So nice
for little ones. This is an
amazing price too.

Alternative Access – Mice and Keyboards
MyBoard Uppercase

Children as young as three years old are
becoming skilled at using the computer
keyboard.
The MyBoard-lc has large, bold, easy-to read
lowercase lettering, big 2.5 cm keys, colourcoding for vowels, consonants, numbers and
can be operated with gentle finger pressure.
Does not include function keys - useful for
preventing unwanted access to advanced
computer features.

VisionBoard 2 White with Function
Keys

The VisionBoard2 offers a significant
advantage to people who find it painful or
difficult to use a traditional keyboard.
The VisionBoard2 improves readability and
reduces eyestrain with big 2.5 cm square
keys and large, bold black-on-yellow letters
and numbers.
Users with low vision or fine-motor difficulties
can improve their comptuer access by using
a larger keyboard. Yellow or White Keys.

R 828.00
R 665.00
We love the lower
case letters. So nice
for little ones. This is an
amazing price too.

R 828.00
R 665.00
Extra bold lettering.
Helps older people
and those with visual
impairment.
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VisionBoard 2 Yellow with
Function Keys

The VisionBoard2 offers a significant
advantage to people who find it painful or
difficult to use a traditional keyboard.
The VisionBoard2 improves readability and
reduces eyestrain with big 2.5 cm square
keys and large, bold black-on-yellow letters
and numbers.

R 828.00
R 665.00
Extra bold lettering.
Helps older people
and those with visual
impairment.

Users with low vision or fine-motor difficulties
can improve their computer access by using
a larger keyboard.
Available in Yellow or White Keys, with black
lettering. Please specify when ordering.

Metal Keyguard No
Function Keys for
MyBoard (lc/UC)

This keyguard is designed to help people
who may have trouble pressing only one key
at a time. The keyguard is an easy-to-clean,
metal frame that fits securely over the
keyboard and provides physical separation
between each key. Users can rest their hand
or arm on the keyguard, and then select the
desired key through the guard. The keyguard
is designed for use with the following
keyboard models: VisionBoard2,
KinderBoard, MyBoard-lc and MyBoard-UC.

R 376.00
R 300.00
Prevents accidental
key presses.
Metal fits over our
large keyboards.

Alternative Access – Mice and Keyboards
BigTrack Rollerball Switch Adapted

The BIGtrack has a 7.5cm trackball which
makes it the largest trackball available. The
large ball requires less fine motor control than
a standard trackball and it is ruggedly built. It
has a left and a right mouse click button
located behind the trackball to avoid
unwanted mouse clicks.
The BIGtrack also allows for 2nd Mouse
Connection both the BIGtrack and a second
mouse can be connected allowing
simultaneous participation. The bright large
trackball helps to make mouse movements
easy and accurate. While the oversized
buttons make mouse clicks simple for those
with poor motor control.
For even more access the BIGtrack is
available in a switch adapted version. The
switch adapted BIGtrack comes with two
standard 3.5mm plugs for two switches. Its
left and right mouse clicks have been
adapted so that you can use a switch for
activation.

TinyMouse Optical

R 1 202.00
R 900.00

The hugest, easiest
mouse. For little kids,
just roll the yellow ball
to move the mouse.
For physical disability,
MUCH easier to
control.

The Tiny Mouse is about half the size of a
standard computer mouse and just right for
your child's small hands.
A scroll wheel and coloured right and left
buttons help kids learn to click and move the

R 292.00
R 190.00
LOVE this great value
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cursor with greater comfort and control.
And with optical tracking, there is no
trackball to become dirty or lost, or to
malfunction.

favourite! Fits nicely
into a child’s hand.

USB connection with PS2 adapter included.

Traxsys Roller II
Trackball

Incorporates a latching drag key, three
colour coded jack sockets for external
switches, removable finger guard and
USB/PS2 compatibility. This device offers an
easy to use alternative to a mouse and has
proved to be very popular with users of all
ages. It features a 63.5mm trackball offering
a high degree of control. Captive fasteners
in the base allow the device to be attached
to a desk or a wheelchair tray.
Features:
Plug and Play, no additional software
required
PS2/USB, Windows/Mac compatible
Removable fingerguard
Mounting Points
Reversible Right/Left buttons
Latching Drag switch

R 2 300.00
R 920.00

Unbelievable value.
We now sell a newer
range, but this is
perfect for somebody
and should go to a
good home! J
Roll to move the
mouse. Much easier
to control for some…

Learning Software
SwitchIt! Maker 2

Percy's Learning
Box 5

SwitchIt! Maker 2 will turn your text, images,
movies and sounds into simple on-screen
activities. These activities are automatically
accessible using a mouse, whiteboard,
touch monitor, keyboard, one or two
switches or IntelliKeys. Make talking books
starring your pupils, or a slide show of a
recent trip. Put that digital camera to good
use!

R 1 474.00
R 885.00
Make your OWN
switch activities in
ANY language!

This is a compilation CD of 4 'Percy' titles that
cover the topics of parts of a computer,
developing mouse and keyboard skills,
drawing, shapes, the body, senses, ourselves,
healthy living, puzzles and thinking and logic
skills.
Percy titles included in this compilation:
Percy's Art Box
Percy's Computer Club
Percy's Thinking Skills
Percy's Body Explorer

R 1 133.00
R 850.00
Easy to learn for
teachers, fun for
kids.

Low Tech Communication and Classroom Display
HealthCare
Communication
Board - English

Evidence-based, patient communication
boards for adolescents and adults are
supported by clinical research to improve
patient satisfaction, reduce frustration and
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R 413.00
R 290.00

improve patient outcomes. They are the
perfect communication tool readily
available as communication resources for
persons who are unable to speak.
EZ Boards are 28 x 43cm, two-sided, dryerase boards which come individually shrinkwrapped with a dry-erase marker and
marker holder. EZ Boards are available in a
variety of languages and used in hospitals
throughout.

Bi-Fold
Communication
Folder, Regular

Should really be in
EVERY clinic /
hospital / acute /
rehab setting!
Comprehensive
ready-made
communication
chart. Paper based
so it is disposable.
Plastic coated so
can be wiped.

Communication board for those on the go!

R 616.00
R 465.00

Inside of folder made of VELTEX Brand
Display Fabric.
Outside made of waterproof nylon fabric.
Place hook side of Hook & Loop on back of
pictures to use for communication/choicemaking.
Equipped with handle and Hook & Loop
closure.

So many uses in a
classroom or for
communication.
Keeps your core
words REALLY
handy.

Size: 46cm x 61cm (open).

Communication
Book - Personal

The durable, washable Personal
Communication Book is ideal for manual
communication systems. The easy-to-open
book lays flat so it stays open until you turn
the page. Tabs on every page make pageturning easier.
Includes 12 display pages. Use one symbol
per page or use up to nine 2.5 cm symbols
per page.

R 313.00
R 235.00

Fits in a pocket for
a few important
messages.

Personalise with any type of photos,
symbols, or remnants familiar to you.
Holds cards up to ± 7.5 x 9 cm. Size: 11.5 x
11.5cm when closed.

Communication
Book – Large

The three 7.5 x 9cm transparent pockets per
page can hold a single communication
choice or multiple options.
It's easy-to-open and lays flat until you turn
each page with the big tabs.
Personalise with photos, symbols or studentmade material.
Twelve sturdy vinyl pages, spiralbound.
Size: 29 x 11.5cm when closed.

R 346.00
R 260.00
Hard, strong plastic
holds
communication
symbols. Useful for
messy situations –
play, water, sand.
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Perspex Eye Gaze
Frame

Vinyl Alphabet
Stickers - for Eye
Gaze (E-tran) Frame

Looking at things you like, need or want is
one of the first and easiest ways of making
choices. Eye gaze frames have been
developed as an effective way of using eye
pointing for choice making and
communication. Pictures, words or symbols
can be placed on the frame. Positioning the
transparent frame between the user and
"listener" makes it easier for them to see
where they are looking. Clear plastic frame
and stand. Detachable base - use on a
desk or hand held. Dimensions: 3mm thick
clear perspex; Board 45 x 35cm; Weight of
board (excluding stand) 0.42kg; Stand: 45 x
15 x 5cm. Vinyl colour-coded alphabet
stickers are an optional extra.

R 681.00
R 545.00

Can use pictures
instead of letters.
Provides an
immediate way to
communicate.
Reduces frustration
enormously!

These brightly coloured and durable vinyl
stickers can be stuck onto an eye gaze
frame, allowing the user to look at the letter
they wish to communicate to their partner.

R 120.00
R 95.00
For above chart.

For literate people, this is a cost-effective
and simple means of achieving
communication.
Colour-coding can be used to clarify the
selected letter - the user would look at the
coloured circle to indicate the colour of the
letter they want, and then at the group of
letters containing the letter they want.
(Requires Eye Gaze Frame - not included.)

Positioning Supports
Maxess Switch
Mount – Large

Ideal for 'Big Red' type switches or a 'Big
Mack' etc. Sloping surface: 15 x 16 cm

R 633.00
R 445.00
Helps with
positioning – love
these! Switch can
be at 90 degrees
or 45.

Maxess Switch
Mount - Medium

Ideal mounting for 'Buddy Button or Jelly
Bean Twist' type switches or similar. Sloping
surface: 8 cm x 9 cm.

Maxess Switch
Mount - Small

Many switch users have greater control if
their switch is placed at an angle. Used with
the Switch Tray (sold seperately), these
mounts offer an immense variety of
positioning options.
Each mount enables the switch to be
secured in two positions - sloping and right
angle. A hook dot fixing pack for one switch

R 723.00
R 500.00

R 668.00
R 470.00
Helps with
positioning – love
these! Switch can
be at 90 degrees
or 45.
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is included. Small size is ideal for 'Specs' type
switches or any small hand switch. Sloping
surface: 6.5 x 7 cm.

Maxess Clear
Joystick &
Trackerball Rest
(Shallow)

These clear perspex rests enable you to
place your Joystick or Trackerball at an
angle, making them easier to reach for
some people. Slope set at an angle of 20
degrees on the shallow rest. A more steep
version is available too. Joystick and
Rollerball shown not included.

Maxess Clear
Joystick &
Trackerball Rest
(Steep)

R 778.00
R 545.00
Helps with
positioning – love
these! Really
makes the
difference for some
people.

These clear perspex rests enable you to
place your Joystick or Trackerball at an
angle, making them easier to reach for
some people. Slope set at an angle of 45
degrees on the steep rest. A more shallow
version is available too. Joystick and
Rollerball shown not included.

R 594.00
R 415.00

Switches and Switch Accessories
Jelly Beamer
Transmitter &
Wireless Receiver
Bundle (Original)

Our famous wireless switch is now available
with a twist! Now, Jelly Beamer includes four
interchangeable twist tops. Change from
red to green to yellow to blue within
seconds. Additional switch tops in even
more colours sold separately. Requires 4 x
AA batteries (not included).

R 2 850.00
R 1 425.00
Makes switch toys
wireless – control
from further away.

A raised bar separates the right and left
sides of this dual switch. Press anywhere to
the right of the bar for right side activation.
Press anywhere to the left of the bar for left
side activation. A useful older switch, no

Rocker Switch

R 1 729.00
R 865.00

longer available. Provides 2 switches in
1. Needs a good home – make an offer
J
Traxsys Medium
Adjustable Pressure
Switch - Red

A small version of the big 'Rotate to Set'
assistive technology switch featuring a
unique patented variable pressure
mechanism with a diameter of 6.3cm.
Simply rotate the coloured top to increase
or decrease the actuation force required.
Use on a tabletop or mount on one of the

R 1 096.00
R 550.00
Good for a school,
can be adjusted
for different
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pressure to
activate!

many available mounting systems, this
switch provides the option of setting the
perfect operating force for any application.
Available in blue, red, green or yellow.

USB Switch

USB Switch is a low profile 75mm switch with
a built-in USB interface. The switch can be
configured to operate as a wide variety of
keyboard, mouse and gamepad functions
and is programmed via an integral LED
display. This switch also allows a number of
additional features to be configured to help
compensate for various motor deficits and
neuromuscular conditions, including
Acceptance Delay, Ignore Repeats,
Maximum Press Time etc.

R 926.00
R 740.00
No Switch interface
required – goes
directly into a USB
port.

Two 3.5mm sockets allow up to two more
switches to be plugged in, each of which
can be configured independently for
function. Available in Purple only.
Features:
75mm Switch with built in USB interface
Switch function programmable via integral
LED display. Advanced settings to allow
adaptation for tremors, ataxia, chorea and
other motor deficits.
Two additional 3.5mm switch sockets
separately programmable
Works with PC, Mac, Chromebook and
Android Tablets
Low profile and low operating force

Mini Beamer
Transmitter

The new Mini Beamer Transmitter comes
with a modern look, small form factor,
rechargeable battery, proximity sensor
activation surface, and external switch jack.
Proximity sensor will activate when an
individual is within 10-mm of the activation
surface.
Mini Beamer Transmitter features:
Rechargeable battery included
Proximity sensor activation
30-foot range
Requires the Original, SLAT, or Mini Beamer
Receiver
Mini Beamer Transmitter technical
specifications:
Switch Type: Electronic
Connection Type: Wireless
Activation Type: Proximity Sensor
Mounting Plate: Universal Mounting Plate

R 1 852.00
R 1 390.00
For early switch
users – controls
your switch
adapted toys.
Sends its signal
wirelessly to the
Receiver part, for
toys further away.
Lots of fun ways to
use this. J
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Mini Beamer
Receiver

The Mini Beamer Receiver provides the
same great functionality as the SLAT
receiver, but comes with a modern look,
small form factor, rechargeable battery,
and digital display.
Mini Beamer Receiver features:
Rechargeable battery included
LCD display
30-foot range
Requires the Mini Beamer, Jelly Beamer
Twist, or Big Beamer Transmitter
SLAT modes included: direct, latch, timed
minutes, and timed seconds

R 2 209.00
R 1 660.00
See above – this is
the Receiver part.
Connects to the
toy.

Mini Beamer Receiver technical
specifications:
Switch Type: Electronic
Connection Type: Wireless
Mounting Plate: Universal Mounting Plate

Relax IR Learning
Remote

The NEW Relax is an accessible infrared (IR)
learning remote that comes with an
updated modern design and provides
simplified control of almost any IR device.
With a light touch or with the use of one
switch, an individual can control up to eight
functions on their favorite IR device.
Key Features:
Switch Accessible
Simplified Design
Programmable
Mountable
Specifications
Eight programmable IR functions
One 1/8-in / 3.5-mm (TS) switch jack
Adjustable switch scan rate
Internal rechargeable battery
Wall charger with international plugs
Weight: 213-g
Dimensions: 187 L x 74 W x 27-mm H

R 5 442.00
R 4 080.00

Switch accessible
control of your TV
in one easy unit.
And a very
simplified look for
those who find a
normal remote too
difficult.

Tablet & iPad Accessories
ChesterKeys & Case
with keyboard

ChesterKeys & Case comes with all the
function keys you'd expect for use with an
iPad: Home, Volume, Search, Internet, etc.,
plus an extra-large, bold font. The case itself
is made of soft, synthetic leather that closes
with a magnetic clasp. The case easily folds
into a stand, which holds the iPad in a
horizontal orientation; making the whole
package work almost like a netbook.
Charges with USB (cable included). Fully
charged lithium battery lasts for 90 hours of
continuous use.

R 753.00
R 415.00
Stand and
keyboard for your
iPad. The last of our
stock so this is
looking for a good
home – make an
offer! J
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Hipster for Big Grips
iPad Frame

Travel more and worry less with the
incredibly versatile carry bag for the Big
Grips Frame.
Two new colours - Red and Orange - now
available! Please specify on order.
Carry your iPad in a Big Grips Frame in the
Hipster.
Easy access to the iPad.
Use of front and rear facing cameras.
Plenty of pockets for accessories, a shoulder
strap and a rubber base for grip.
Double flap Velcro handle for easily
attaching the Big Grips Hipster to things like
car headrests.
Big Grips Hipster requires a Big Grips iPad
Frame.
Available in black.

R 800.00
R 520.00

Shoulder case for
your Big Grips iPad
case.

Please note: although we cannot
guarantee the safety of your iPad, we do
provide a one year warranty on Big Grips
Hipster.
ChesterKeys & Case
for iPad with ColourCoded keyboard

ChesterKeys & Case comes with all the
function keys you'd expect for use with an
iPad: Home, Volume, Search, Internet, etc.,
plus an extra-large, bold font.
The keyboard is colour-coded to help
improve typing speed and accuracy, and it
makes a great teaching tool. The case itself
is made of soft, synthetic leather that closes
with a magnetic clasp. The case easily folds
into a stand, which holds the iPad in a
horizontal orientation; making the whole
package work almost like a netbook.
Charges with USB (cable included). Fully
charged lithium battery lasts for 90 hours of
continuous use.

Big Grips Frame for
iPad 2, 3 or 4

Hook+ Switch
Interface

Protective case for iPads - lightweight,
durable, easy to clean, easy to grab,
comfortable to hold and very gripable!
Made from a soft, squishy foam. An iPad fits
snugly into the frame. That means fewer
slips, drops and tumbles - and plenty of
cushioning just in case. Matching stand
available, sold separately.

R 753.00
R 415.00
Colour keyboard
and stand for your
iPad.
Stand and
keyboard for your
iPad. The last of our
stock so this is
looking for a good
home – make an
offer! J

R 547.00
R 355.00
A favourite with our
team!

Hook+ is an Apple MFi approved switch
interface that provides a reliable wired
connection to the iPad, iPhone, or iPod
touch via the Lightning connector. To get
started, simply connect one to four switches
to Hook+, turn Switch Control on, and
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R 2 779.00
R 1 950.00
Turns your normal

connect Hook+ to your iDevice.
Hook+ utilises the Apple auto switch
configurator and the first time Hook+ is used
with an iDevice it will automatically
configure the iDevice to use single switch
auto scanning or dual switch step scanning
based on how many switches are
connected to Hook+. Once initially
configured, switches can be manually reconfigured to meet the needs of the user.
The Apple auto switch configurator is only
available on Apple MFi approved switch
interfaces.

switches into iPad
switches.

Once Hook+ is connected and Switch
Control is configured, you can do almost
anything on an iDevice with a switch. Read
an eBook, write an email, browse the
internet, play games, control your home,
and much more!

Cooper Trooper 2K
Universal Rugged
Case w/Shoulder
Strap - 10-10.5"

The new and updated Trooper provides the
ultimate protection for your tablet.
Innovative single piece design allows full
access to the camera, buttons and
speakers whilst also keeping your tablet
completely out of harm's way. Have kids?
This case is made of non-toxic, easy to wash
silicon that can be easily removed to clean.
Features an adjustable kickstand for both
movie and reading modes. Comes with a
detachable shoulder strap! Let your kids be
the photographers and trust that if they
drop the tablet, it won’t break. Car Mode The shoulder strap can also be used in the
car. Just attach it to the back of the seat
and keep the kids entertained and
occupied during journeys.
It comes in pink, blue or black to match
every personality and age group!

R 607.00
R 455.00

For any 10” tablet,
a rubberised carry
case with an
adjustable stand at
the back.

Education
Rainbow Talking
Boxes x 6

These fantastic Rainbow Talking Boxes let
you record your own 10 second message
into each box which plays when opened.
All boxes have wipe clean surfaces, have
magnetic catches to stop the lid getting
damaged, made from heavy guage card
and are activated by light sensors when
opened with no switches to fail!

R 619.00
R 370.00
Easy and fun –
record a message.
OR use as a
reminder.

Fill your boxes with beautiful treasure to
create awe and wonder
Fill with different natural materials
Write clues on the box and use the
recording to reveal an answer
Use the recordings to give clues about what
the box contains
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Encourage children to record their own
messages using words to describe the
contents of the box
Comes in pack of 6 colours.

Clevy Headphone

Easi-Speak Pro
Recording
Microphone

The sleek and stylish Easi-Speak Pro is a
recording microphone, ideal for use in
classrooms.
Record your own stories or songs, improve
learning new languages, or record voice
notes and answers instead of writing perfect for struggling writers.
It includes a single touch record button,
simple playback (WAV or MP3), integrated
USB and rechargeable lithium battery.
LCD screen with a menu system, showing
the track number playing, battery life,
memory status and recording format.
Dual headphone sockets for private
playback, and a belt clip to attach to
clothing.
Designed in a modern metallic silver casing,
the Easi-Speak Pro is attractive to students
and teachers alike.
Technical Specification: 128MB Memory,
Rechargeable, Record WAV or MP3 files.

A5 Rainbow Talking
Photo Albums x 6

Big Points 6 Pack

Exposure to loud noise is a major cause of
early hearing loss. Clevy headphone
volume is limited to 85 dB, a threshold that
audiologists say is safe for medium and long
term use. The headset is sturdy and can
withstand heavy use by children. The
twisted, extra long cable prevents it from
breaking at the connection - if children
move away from the computer and forget
they are wearing a helmet, the stretchy
cable reminds them before it's too late. The
Hearsafe ear pads are designed to drown
out ambient noise and assist children to
concentrate on what they are hearing.

R 654.00
R 490.00
Volume control to
protect little ears.

R 1 160.00
R 755.00

Learning and
memory aid.
Instead of writing
notes and answers,
record them into
the microphone!

Set of 6 recordable photo albums in A5 size.
(requires 12AAA batteries)

R 2 569.00
R 1 540.00

Lovely for reminders about family
members or a basic talking
communicator

Includes all 6
colours

Big-Point is ideal for speaking and listening,
records and plays back 30 seconds of
sound. The large size is ideal for children with
visual or motor skill impairments. 6 vibrant
colours. With a removable clear top you
can create pictures, symbols, numbers or
letters to match your recording.

R 902.00
R 630.00
Easy to record on.
Use for
sequencing, or in
different locations
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The large size is ideal for children with visual
or motor skill impairments. Ideal for crosscurricular work.
Record part of a story and then add a
picture or word underneath the clear
perspex lid, then ask the children to
sequence them. Record sound effects and
play back during storytelling use for colour
coded question and answer games.

around the room.
Many useful ideas
with this well priced
set

Available in 6 vibrant colours.
Requires 3 x AAA batteries, not included.
Size 8.5 x 8.5 x 2.5cm.
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